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Web3 technology has well changed various industries, including gaming. 
The concept of Web3 gaming presents a unique opportunity for gamers to truly play
games at ease and get rewards from various gaming actions. 
With the major shift from traditional gaming platforms, Web3 is Introducing
interesting gaming concepts that allow the players to engage in innovative and
decentralized ways of play-and-earn opportunities. 

People can play to earn via cryptocurrencies and NFTs. This democratizes all
aspects of gaming and puts the main power in the hands of the player instead of
confining it to one central authority within a game.

The gaming landscape has always sat on the cutting edge of technology. And now,
as we move into a new era of innovation, Web3 gaming is bringing Flappy Bee, a new
game buzzing its way straight onto the #BNBCHAIN blockchain for all game lovers
out there. 

Welcome to web3 gaming



A blockchain-powered Flappy Bee game that will take the classic fun of gaming to
the next level and bring in new exciting gameplay for everyone! The new experience
of flapping through obstacles, competing on global leaderboards, and discovering
the true potential of blockchain gaming will be on the BNB Smart Chain network. 

Flappy will introduce some exciting ways of blockchain entertainment and
opportunities, and this doesn't end there, but apart from earning rewards, players
can stake their tokens, also acquire and trade their NFTs, the sky is not only the
limit in this Flappy high-flying adventure but how well can you help Flappy escape
to save her queen?

Introduction To Flappy's World:



In a world buzzing with life and love, where the sweet nectar of honey flowed freely,
there existed a colony of bees led by their noble queen, known far and wide as the
symbol of unity and prosperity for his bee people. For generations, they had lived in
harmony with the fragrant blooms of their meadow, but an ancient rivalry brewed
in the shadows, threatening their very own existence.

Flappy, a valiant and hardworking soldier bee, had always stood at the forefront of
the colony's defenses. His wings hummed and flapped with the determination to
protect their beloved queen. The enemy? The relentless Varroa mites, a malevolent
force that had plagued the bees since time immemorial. Their attacks were
unrelenting, a ceaseless wave of menace that sought to drain the hive of its life
force.

But peace was the queen's desire. She believed in diplomacy over discord, in
reaching an understanding with even the most bitter of enemies. So, she embarked
on a perilous journey, guided by her resolve to end this ancient feud. Flappy, ever
loyal, was charged with a solemn duty: to defend and protect the queen throughout
this treacherous quest.

The journey began with hope, but hope soon turned to despair. Unbeknownst to
Flappy and his queen, the attack they faced was not the work of the Varroa mites
alone. It was a sinister alliance—a coalition of all the bee's enemies. The mites,
moths, ants, hive beetles, mites, mice, and even a fearsome bear, all conspiring to
capture the queen honey bee.

The Story Of Flappy BEE 

Chaos erupted like a thunderclap in the meadow. Flappy fought valiantly, but the
sheer magnitude of the assault overwhelmed him. In the midst of the chaos, they
captured the queen. Flappy, devastated, now faced a grim ultimatum. He had only
80 days to rescue the queen, or not only would she be lost forever, but the bee
world would crumble into oblivion, its delicate balance shattered.



With steadfastness and Flappy's determination, Flappy embarked on a mission that
would take him through lands uncharted and rivers unbridged. His wings beat with
purpose as he sought to reclaim his queen and restore peace to the hive. Along this
perilous path, Flappy discovered hidden treasures—priceless NFTs that held the key
to defeating the united forces of the bees' enemies.

Every NFT he staked along the line granted him newfound strength and wisdom. He
collected rare tokens, each a symbol of his unyielding strength. With each passing
challenge, Flappy grew stronger, gaining allies from the realm of blockchain that
would help him defy the odds.

But time was running out, and the enemies were closing in. The fate of the hive
rested on Flappy's slender shoulders, and the weight of this responsibility drove
him forward. It was a race against time and a battle against the darkness that sought
to engulf his world.

Now, as a guardian of Flappy, you stand as his beacon of hope, his ally in this epic
quest. The destiny of the hive, the salvation of the queen, and the survival of the
bee world depend on your skill, determination, and the strategic use of not just the
rewards you get but also NFTs you gather. Together, you and Flappy must soar
through adversity, overcome obstacles, and confront the relentless forces of the
bees' enemies.

The story has begun, and the fate of the bee world hangs in the balance. Will you
rise to the challenge and help Flappy Bee reclaim their queen and secure the future
of their hive? The adventure awaits, and the stakes have never been higher.

The Rise Of Flappy The BEE 🐝



Flappy Bee Mission Statement:

At FlappyBee, our mission is not just revolutionizing the hopeful world of
blockchain gaming but also creating captivating, and rewarding experiences, telling
stories that will motivate players and increase gameplay enthusiasm. We are
committed to pushing the boundaries of innovation, fostering a vibrant gaming
community of Flappy Bees fans, and empowering players to turn their leisure time
into a lucrative adventure and financial opportunities. With FlappyBee, we aim to
redefine gaming, one flap at a time I promise you."

Flappy Bee Vision Statement:

Apart from Flappy The Bee trying to save the queen from the attack collision, the
team at Flappy Bee envisions a future where blockchain technology transforms
gaming into a realm of boundless opportunity. We see a world where players not
only enjoy immersive gameplay but also earn tangible rewards for their skills and
dedication of playing and help Flappy in his quest. Through continuous innovation
and a strong community ethos, we aspire to be at the forefront of this new web3
gaming space, inspiring players worldwide to spread their wings and embrace the
limitless potential of the blockchain gaming universe through Flappy The BEE 🐝."

The BEET Token model:

The BEET token lies at the heart of FlappyBee's ecosystem. It serves as the primary
currency, enabling transactions, rewards, and NFT acquisition within the game. This
section will discuss the in-depth exploration of the BEET token model, detailing its
utility, distribution, and governance mechanisms. After reading you will gain a clear
understanding of how the BEET tokens fuel the FlappyBee ecosystem and the
potential they hold for both players and investors. Are we ready? 



Game Mechanics and Features
FlappyBee's gameplay mechanics, particularly its storyline, are meticulously
crafted to captivate players while seamlessly integrating Web3 blockchain
elements. When Flappy was poised to rescue the queen from her adversaries, (YOU)
– yes, you – stepped in as his invaluable ally. Your mission: assist Flappy in
navigating diverse obstacles and landscapes, acquiring various NFTs and precious
gems within the game. All the while, you'll engage in friendly competition with
fellow soldiers to secure your place on the leaderboard. Remember, it's vital that
you reach the queen before any of these competitors do; failing to do so would
greatly disappoint her, as you are her trusted protector. So, as you strategically
gather NFTs and tokens, you'll not only immerse yourself in the immersive and
captivating world of FlappyBee but also discover economic opportunities and
witness how blockchain enriches the gaming experience.

Your Role as Flappy's Trusted Protector:  

 In the world of FlappyBee, you are not a passive observer but an active participant.
You are not just a gamer; you are Flappy's trusted protector. When Flappy sets out
to free the queen from their formidable foes, he doesn't embark on this treacherous
journey alone. (YOU) play a crucial role in this heroic adventure. Together, you and
Flappy will flap through different obstacles, navigate diverse landscapes, and
acquire a treasure trove of NFTs and gems within the game.

Competing on the Leaderboard:

But it's not just about the thrill of overcoming obstacles and collecting treasures.
You are not alone on this mission. Other brave soldiers are also vying for the
coveted title of "Queen's Protector." You will find yourself competing with them on
the leaderboard, where only the best can earn their spot. The queen trusts you to
be at the forefront, so do not let these rivals get to her before you do.

Collection of NFTs and Tokens
As you strategically collect NFTs through token purchase and other means during
your journey, you're not only advancing your quest but also accumulating valuable
assets. These digital treasures hold immense significance within FlappyBee's
ecosystem. They're not just collectibles; they're tokens of your dedication, prowess,
and achievements.



Economic Opportunities and Blockchain Integration

FlappyBee is not just a game; it's an ecosystem where entertainment meets
opportunity. The integration of blockchain technology ensures transparency,
security, and the true ownership of in-game assets. As you collect NFTs and tokens,
you're not only advancing in the game but also positioning yourself for economic
growth. Your gaming skills can translate into a rewarding venture, making
FlappyBee a world of both entertainment and financial potential.

protect the queen at all cost, and embrace the full potential of blockchain gaming?
The adventure awaits, and the queen's fate is in your hands.

Flappy be NFTs have total 5 types: common, Good, Excellent, Rare and Epic each
level will have 20 different NFTs with a total of 100 NFTs and different prices.
Owner will receive auto access to airdrop and increase the earning potential of our
native tokens BEET when they play.



Tokenomics and Reward System

Fair-launch : 67%
Liquidity pool: 33%

FlappyBee's ecosystem revolves around the BEET token, a digital currency with
multifaceted utility. This section takes us deeper into the intricacies of the
tokenomics and the rewarding framework that drives the game's economy, offering
players and investors an in-depth understanding of the system's inner workings.

1. BEET Tokenomics:
BEET Contract :
https://bscscan.com/token/0x684eAfeb7E5be043842D892980695C68e15152b7 

Audit report:
https://app.solidproof.io/projects/flappy-bee?audit_id=815

Total BEET: 100,000,000,000,000 BEET

BEET Tax: 0% TAX

Token Allocations: 

2. BEET Utility Structure:

Play to earn: Compete against real players and obtain high scores to climb the
leaderboards to be able to claim weekly rewards. Get rewards for breaking records.

BEET Staking: Staking in Flappy bee is the process of locking up your BEET (Flappy
bee native token) to earn rewards and participate in the governance of the
ecosystem.

BEET Gaming NFTs:
Flappy Bee imitates the minigame “Flappy Bird”. The ability to play with alternative
skins. These skins are realised as NFTs on the BNB Smart Chain.
  
BEET Daily Rewards:
When players play everyday for 7 days, they are then eligible to claim a daily
rewards setup on the rewards tab
More reward options are coming soon as we progress. 



Development of Website
Forming partnerships
Social Media Marketing
Game developments and mechanics
Demo Gameplay

Lite paper Release
Fair-launch 
Update to code database
Tier 1 CEX listing
NFTs Reveal
Play to Earn Release
Staking BEET

NFT marketplace
Customization
Mint own NFTs
Listing in Dex
Update others

Q3 2023:

Q4 2023:

Q1 2024:

Flappy's Roadmap 



1. What is FlappyBee?
  - FlappyBee is an innovative blockchain-powered game that combines the classic
gameplay of Flappy Bird with Web3 blockchain technology. FlappyBee storyline
increases the enthusiasm to play and its game rewards offer players the
opportunity to enjoy an immersive gaming experience while earning rewards
through blockchain integration.

2. How do I play FlappyBee?
 - To play FlappyBee, simply go to the website "FlappyBee.com". The mobile game
app (Coming soon). You must connect your Web3 wallet before playing so you can
earn as you play unless you are playing the demo version, but to earn rewards,
connect your wallet, and your journey begins. Tap to make Flappy fly through
obstacles and compete on global leaderboards.

3. What is the significance of blockchain in FlappyBee?
  - Blockchain technology in FlappyBee ensures transparency, security, and
ownership of in-game assets like NFTs and tokens. It also enables players to stake
tokens, participate in tokenomics, and trade collectibles with the upcoming BEET
NFT marketplace.

4. What are BEET tokens, and how can I acquire them?
  - BEET tokens are the in-game currency of FlappyBee. You can earn BEET tokens by
playing the game, completing challenges, staking tokens, and competing on
leaderboards. They are also available for purchase on our selected exchanges.

5. What are NFTs in FlappyBee, and why are they important?**
  - NFTs, or Non-Fungible Tokens, are unique digital collectibles within the game.
They showcase your achievements and can be traded with other players. They are a
key part of FlappyBee's economy and provide opportunities for customization,
changing the skin or look of your Bee and bragging rights.

Check out some FAQs (Frequently Asked
Questions) for FlappyBee:



6. Can I trade or sell my NFTs outside of FlappyBee?
  - Yes, you can trade or sell your NFTs to other players within and outside of the
FlappyBee community. This adds a layer of value and uniqueness to your in-game
assets.

7. How does staking work in FlappyBee, and what are the benefits?
  - Staking involves locking up your BEET tokens to earn rewards and strengthen
your position in the game. The longer you stake, the greater your rewards. It's a way
to grow your holdings while supporting the ecosystem.

8. Is FlappyBee free to play?
Yes! FlappyBee is free to play on demo version and you can enjoy the game without
connecting your Web3 wallet, but when connected to the wallet, some BEET(not
significant amount) is deducted so it's used to develop the ecosystem and make it
better. However, to earn rewards and fully engage with the blockchain features, you
need to connect your wallet and may need to purchase BEET tokens in case you
don't have any.

9. Is FlappyBee available on multiple platforms?
  - FlappyBee is designed to be accessible on various platforms, including web and
mobile devices, making it convenient for players to enjoy the game wherever they
prefer (But our mobile app is coming soon). 

10. How can I get involved in the FlappyBee community?
  - To get involved in the FlappyBee community, join our social media channels,
participate in events, and connect with other players. Engaging with the community
can enhance your gaming experience and fighting spirit.

Contact Information
For information about Flappy Bee, please follow us on:

🐝 Website: 
https://flappybee.com
🐝 App: 
https://app.flappybee.com/
🐝 Telegram
 https://t.me/FlappyBee_BSC
🐝 Twitter
 https://twitter.com/FlappyBee_BSC

Email: admin@flappybee.com


